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German Expressionism and the Arts
• Expressionism was a modernist movement
• originated in Germany in the early 20th century
• embraced a new style of art, music, and literature
• presented the world from a subjective perspective
• radical distortion for emotional effect
• Expressionist artists sought to express meaning or emotional experience rather 

than physical reality
Expressionist film is based on the premise that film becomes art only to the extent that 
the film differs from empirical reality.
“The world is there: Why repeat it?”
The power of film was seen in its ability to rework reality, not merely record it.
Background
 Germany lost the war

• failed socialist revolution
• serious economic depression

 Yet the film industry still boomed:
• From 1918 to 1933 (when the Nazis rose to power) Germany was second 

only to Hollywood in terms of:
• Technical sophistication
• World influence

 Reasons for the boom:
• An isolationist attitude that led to a ban in 1916 on most foreign films
• Demand for theaters caused a rise in production companies from 24 in 1914 

to 130 in 1918
• Trend toward mergers and larger film corporations
• Ban on imports lasted until 1920 giving producers nearly 5 years without 

international competition
• By 1921 Germany had over 300 production companies
• By 1922 most anti-German sentiment in the world was dissipating

During the time of the ban there were few major changes in the types of films 
being made. Film genres included:

• Fantasy
• Social issues-based films briefly (Prostitution, venereal disease, drugs, etc)
• Comedies
• Dramas and Epics

Characteristics of Expressionism in Film:
• strange asymmetrical camera angles
• atmospheric lighting
• harsh contrasts between dark and light
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• became a critical success in the US and in France
• “Caligarisme” became synonymous with Expressionistic cinema

Set designers for Dr. Calgari:
• Hermann Warm, Walter Rohr, Walter Riemann
• Quote:  “The film image must become graphic art.”  Hermann Warm, 1926

Formal Traits of German Expressionistic film:
STYLE:
Emphasis on composition

• Mise-en-scene
• all elements work together to create the composition (unlike Classicism, 

which relied on the actors)
Artificial, stylized sets

• stripped of all realistic details and psychology
• symbolic of emotional states

Overtly theatrical
• anti-naturalist
• the actor’s body became a visual element of the scene

Exaggeration and repetition
• Distortions – houses pointed and twisted,
• tall chairs, crooked staircases
• Acting appears exaggerated, unnatural
• Jerky movements, dance-like behaviors
• Should be judged not by standards of realism but by how the actors’ 

behaviors contribute to the overall mise-en-scene
Editing and camera work
   Simple editing drawing on continuity devices:

o Cross-cutting
o Shot-reverse-shot
o Slower pace
o Camera work is functional

• Expressionist narrative
o Some use narrative to convey character subjectivity
o Narratives set in the past or in exotic locations
o Metropolis (the last major film of this movement) is set in the future
o Stories within stories
o Some take place in the present time

• Lighting
o Atmospheric lighting
o Harch contrasts in shadows and silhouettes
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Expressionist techniques aim to
 abstract from realistic details and contingencies
 bring out the ‘essence’ of an object, situation, or state of being
 express a subjective viewpoint
 evoke mystery, alienation, disharmony, hallucination, dreams, paranoia
Success abroad

o Films like Caligari made German cinema something of a fashion for 
international audiences in America, Europe and Japan

Changes in the mid-late 20s
o Technological updating of German studios
o Stabilized economy and the end of inflation
o Many German directors lured to Hollywood to work for higher wages

German Expressionism’s end
o 1927 with Metropolis
o Expressionism ends in painting and other arts

New Objectivity movement takes over
o Realism
o Social criticism
o Street films – the unveiling of the evils of the urban center
o This movement ended quickly as extremist right-wing politics polarized the 

country

Expressionist techniques live on in Surrealist film, avant-grade cinema, horror 
films, and in American film noir of the 1940s and 1950s.
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